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1. qUAHTUM GAUGE TI1Y.C KIEE ON A EUCLID FAN LATTICE

1.1. Preliminary considerations-

The formulation of a quantum gauge theory on a space-time lattice

provides a regularization of the ultraviolet divergences which: i) preserves

explicit gauge invarlance (no gauge fixing la needed), li) allows strong

coupling expansions and is well suited for intermediate coupling numerical

computations. These Important features compensate for the loss of Lorentz

covariance, which is recovered only in the passage to tile continuum limit.

The fundamental dynamical variables In a gauge field theory are the

potentials A a (x), which specify th-e infinitesimal rotation U of some

intrinsic frame in the transport "-'tween neighbouring points x and x + d

U is given by

(1.1)

where g is the coupling constant and T are the Infinitesimal generators

of the group. On a lattice the role of the infinitesimal displacements d x

is played by the elementary transports Betveen neighbouring vertices. Corres-

pondingly, the dynamical variables are finite elements U of the gauge group

G, which are assigned to all tfee oriented links Between neighbouring vertices

i and j. The indices i and J in U are not matricial indices, But
-̂J

denote neighbouring points of the lattice. Often U., will be represented by

a matrix, but, for the moment, the symbol simply denotes an element of the

group. U . = U.,~ ( = U if, as will tie frequently the case, the gauge

group is unitary). It Is important to notice that U , is a finite element

of the group, since the transport between neighbouring vertices la over a

finite (rather than infinitesimal) separation. Thus G is not restricted to

be a Lie group and, on a lattice, one may consider discrete gauge groups as

well.

The gauge freedom consists in the possibility of rotating the intrinsic

frame locally, at each vertex, by group elements 0^ £<3. In this transformation

U. u1.

There is a priori no constraint on the kind of lattice one should use,

i.e. on how apace-time should be made discrete. Indeed, it might be very

interesting to study the results that vould follow from a random discretization

of space-time. Ely defining a suitable probability distribution for the vertices

and averaging over it one couli keep Lorentz covarlance throughout the

regularizatlon. Such, a procedure would however 'Be difficult to follov. In

these lectures we will assume, as- is- usually- done, that the lattice is hyper-

cubical , with lattice spacing a.

1.2. The Euclidean quantum theory

A very convenient method to define a quantum field theory proceedB

through the following steps.

i) A suitable action functional S is- defined. In the case of a gauge field

theory

•}
A Fa y^
d x yv a

(1.3)

F being the field strength derived from the potential A .

11) A Wick rotation t •* i t i s performed. This makes space-time Euclidean .

and allows a better definition of some measure factors, to be introduced la te r .

ill) The Euclidean quantum expectation values < 0" > of the observables are

defined as averages over all possible field configurations, with a measure

factor given by exp{-S} :

J- 8U) V
(1.10

JJ' to -5

The functional Integral If DAa (JC) must of course be given exact mathematical

meaning through a suitable regularlzatton, but this need not worry us now,

because it is precisely what ve shall achieve defining the theory on the lattice.

iv) The expectation values of the observables are analytically continued. If

required, to real time.

The whole procedure may be easily adapted to the definition of a lattice

Quantum theory. The crucial step Is to define a proper lattice action in terms

of the dynamical variables U . For the purpose we notice that, like A*,

F al3o specifies an infinitesimal rotation of the intrinsic frame, but now

in the tranBport along the closed square loop of sides daf and
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tl.5)

(no sum over and

In the hypercublcal l a t t i ce the role of the infinitesimal squares ( d x \ <3xV )
is played by the elementary squares- of the l a t t i c e , of area a , which v i l l
be often called plaquettes.

Let the vertices of a plaquette be 1 , i 2 , i_, i . . Then the rotation
of frame in the transport around tfie plaquette is defined by the group element

(1.6)

and it is natural to use U a to define the lattice action.

Like F > u p is n o t gauge invariant, but transforms according to

(l.T)

We define a gauge invariant quantity by considering a classfunction f of

U a , i.e., a function invariant under similarity transformations

t toa) Co"1 u n a) .

With a suitable choice of f, f(u 0 ) vill be identified vith the action

3 n of the individual plaquette. Sometimes S Q will be also called the

"internal energy" of the plaquette, although the term "action" is more

appropriate for the four-dimensional situation we are considering. The total

action of the lattice gauge system vill then be defined as

(1.9)

I.e., aa some constant Multiple of the sum of the actions of all Individual

plaquettes. The constant 6 Introduced In Eq. (l.9) could be incorporated

in the definition of f, but, for reasons vhlch will become apparent shortly,

it is more convenient to allow for different normalizations of the plaquette

action and the total action.

-3-

I t i s useful to consider a definite system to analyse in more detail

the form of f. Let ua assume the gauge group to Be SUC2]. Every element

may be represented as

U + 1 9' n sin0 (1.1Q)

where a are the Pauli matrices and fi
is

unit vector. Also, according to

athe usual normalization, the generators T& may be Identified with _a_ .
2

Then, setting ix
v • O^1 • a ( la t t ice spacing) and comparing Eqa. Cl.5) and

(1.10) we find

t l . l l )

vhere the relation is meant to be valid in the limit where a becomes very

small and 9_ Is of order a . Within the same approximation, we have

Z a
o

9

2 I
e 2

(1.12)

vhere the sum Is extended over all plaquettes and the factor of 2 in the

intermediate equation comes from the fact that every pair of indices u, u

is summed over twice in 7 F . Thus we see that, provided we identify

the constant B in Eq. (l.9) with — , every choice for f t 9 a ) which behaves

6n 8

as JA. for small&„ will reproduce the continuum form of the action in the

2

limit where a goes to zero and provided that the gauge configuration over the

lattice remains sufficiently smooth in the same limit (precisely, U o should

41ffer from the Identity by terms of Ota 2), as is clear from Eq. (l.ll).

In particular, a possible form for f { © 0 ) is

f CflfB) - 1 - COB (1.13)

as proposed originally by Wilson. tThe expansion l-cos&Ba; — • for small

& ia what motivates tne specific separation of constant factors In Eq.tl.12).)

Wilson1a form of the action is the one tBat has most frequently been used in

W- -HkH (*•!• -i*.ii



numerical computation, hut other forms of the lattice action have also been

considered.

Once the lattice action has- been specified, the expectation values of

the observable s are defined by

<V_
-E

r -s
\ e

tl.ll*)

(1.15)

The sums are extended over all possible configurations of the gauge fields.

If the gauge group G is discrete, they are ordinary sums. If 0 is a Lie

group. ? , must tie Intended as a multiple invariant integral over the

group:r- z - J
t u i j }

n
UJ)

dU . and dU stands for the Haar measure. It ia
ij 1J

convenient to consider, first, systems with finite volume V = Na and then

proceed to the termodynsmieal limit V •+ «. The sums are then over a finite

number of terms, or, if the gauge group Is continuous, the Integrals are itU-

dimensional Integrals (there are UN variables U^ if H is the number of

vertices of the hypercubical lattice). S and, for a physical observable, &

are invariant under gauge transformations G , defined Independently over the

H sites of the lattice. This implies that (for a Lie gauge group) the

Integrals at numerator and denominator on the l.h.s. of Eq. (l.l1*) contain a

common factor fl", where a is the volume of the group. But, contrary to

the case of the continuum theory where the fundamental integration over the

purely gauge degrees of freedom produces Ill-defined factors which mustTregula-

rized fixing a gauge, the factors n In the present approach are harmless,

well-defined constants and the quantum theory may tie defined In an explicitly

gauge invariant manner.

1.3. The continuum limit

In the limit a •+ 0 the lattice gauge action will tena to the

continuum form If the configuration of the gauge field Is sufficiently smooth.

The sums used to define the quantum theory, however, are extended over all

configurations of the gauge variables, including those where the fields vary

rapidly from point to point. A formal limit a •+ 0 will thus not be sufficient

to define a continuum quantum theory. This can be recovered through a more

elaborated renonnallzation procedure and only If the lattice theory satisfies

to some suitable requirements.

Let us ~on*iiier i phyeJ V 1'BaervaWe, wlUch for deftnttenew ve

assume to be a oorrenation length 1 determining the rate of decay- of some

correlation function:

< 9 U) 9 to) > - * 9 CO) >2 11.16)

It is clear that in the lattice regularized version of the quantum theory 4

will be expressed as the product of the lattice spacing a times some

dimenBionlesB function \ of the paxamter 8, or equivalently, of the coupling

constant g:

a Jl tg) . Cl.1T)

X measures the correlation length In number of lattice spaeings and ttvo

dimensionful parameter a enters the specification of I In an entirely

trivial manner. Indeed, the definition of the quantum lattice gauge system

per se never makes use of the lattice spacing a; this is a quantity which

becomes relevant only when ve coneider the lattice imbedded In space-time and

try to define a continuum limit.

To proceed to this limit, we must let a tend to zero, but in such a

way that the physical length I remains conartant. This demands that there

ejclat a critical value g^ of the coupling constant such that V(g) + » for

S * 6 (g , in particular, could be zero). Then It will be possible to

readjust g as a becomes smaller and smaller so that I remains constant.

In other words, the coupling constant g (or the parameter e) of the

lattice theory should be considered as a bare or unrenormalized parameter.

Demanding that a definite physical observable t keeps a fixed value as the

lattice regularisation is removed Introduces a relation between the coupling

constant g and cutoff-parameter (i.e. the lattice spacing a ) , which will

take the form

(1.18)

and can be obtained Inverting Eq. ( l ,17) .
The critical point o f the lattice gpige theory must now satisfy another

requirement. I t must be a scaling c r i t i ca l -point in the sense tha t , given any
other physical observable, vhicn In a l l generality v i l l depend on a ana g,
substituting for g the functional form of Eq. Cl.lS) a l l the dependence
on the cut-off must disappear In the limit a •+• 0. For instance, if the
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observable la another length

ve. must have

V = a V C«l

a V CgCf}) - conat.

tl.19)

Cl.20)

On dimensional grounda the r.h.a. of Eq. Cl.20} will he of the form ail ,

where a Is a dimenslonless- constant, which expresses the measure of H'

in terms of JL.

Prom this discussion it should he clear that, whereas a variety of

lattice gauge theories can be defined, the possibility of using one of them to

define a continuum quantum field theory is not straightforward, hut rests on

the existence of a critical point vith a suitable, sealing behaviour. Also,

the mechanism hy which the continuum theory is recovered should he apparent:

as g approaches g , the rate of variation of the quantum observables extends

over larger and larger distances on the lattice. Reacaling the lattice spacing

to smaller and smaller values, the rate of variation in physical space-time

is kept constant and the granular structure introduced by the lattice all but

disappears.

l.h. Analogy with statistical mechanics

Eqs. (l.lU) and (1.15) which define the expectation values of the

observahles in the Euclidean quantum lattice gauge theory reveal a striking

analogy vith the equations for thermodynamlcal averages in statistical mechanics.

These are given hy expressions which are formally identical with Eqs. (l.lU)

and (1.15) if one replaces the sum of the plaquette actions o o with the

total energy E of the statistical system, if one Identifies the parameter

6 with T-S- , k being the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature, and

If one considers the sums over U..'s as sums over the statistical variables

(very frequently apins) of the system. Of courae, the four-dimensional extension

of the lattice In the gauge theory la a reminder that we are dealing with a

regularized quantum field theory rather than with a two - or three-dimensional

thermodynataleal system.

Expansions and other techniques which are helpful for the analysis of

statistical systems may be profitably used also for the quantum lattice gauge

theory. In particular. If f! Is sufficiently small, It Is possible to expand

the measure factor in poirer* of a Uti-fjns coupling expansions; - rem«nter

6 oc ~ 2 _ analogous to higR. temperature expansions- for statistical systems)
2^.

S

If, vice versa, 8 Is very large Cweafc coupling), the damping effect of the

measure factor will allov only configurations rather close to a gauge transform

of the identity (u^ a? C^"1 0 ) , for vftlch. S n « . 0, to contribute. One may

then expand the sum over configurations- in terms of small fluctuations away from

the identity. This requires fixing a gauge and produces an expansion quite

similar to the ordinary perturbation expansion of a continuum quantum field

theory.

The two perturbatlve methods outlined above may produce very useful

results for veak or strong coupling. Frequently, however, the crucial question

is how the two extreme domains are related. It is in the attempts to investigate

the properties of the systems for Intermediate values of B that numerical

methods imovn as Monte Carlo simulations have proven extremely valuable in the

field of statistical mechanics. Very recently these methods have been applied

to quantum lattice gauge theories and have produced quite Interesting results^"10'*

In the rest of these lectures I shall illustrate the basic ideas underlying

the Monte Carlo numerical techniques and the major results which coula be

achieved with them.

2. MONTE CABLO SIMULATIONS

2.1. General theory

The expectation values of observatles In the quantum lattice gauge

theory are given by Eqs. (l.lU) and Cl.15):

I 9«(tO e"3

I e"

C1.11O

fi.15)

* By nov many investigations of lattice gauge theories by the Monte Carlo

method have been presented In the literature. In refa. 3-10 we quote only

the earliest contributions or articles which will.be considered later in

greater detail.

-8-
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If the aystem extends over a finite volume and if the gauge group G is

finite, the r.h.s. of Eqs. (l.lM and Cl.l^l are ordinary sums. The number of

terms they involve, however, is- generally so large that their direct evaluation

"by numerical methods is impossible. For Instance, If G is the simplest group

Z , vith elements 1 and -1, and if the lattice extends for 8 sites in each of

the four dimensions (a typical size for numerical computations) tile sums con-

tain a*1* - a 1*"**, 1 0 5 W ° terms.

Any numerical evaluation of the expectation values must resort to

importance sampling: of all the configurations appearing in the statistical

sums a few are selected as good representatives of the relevant configurations

and the exact statistical averages are replaced hy averages over these ones.

Monte Carlo simulations consist pr •:,_. aly in the approximate evaluation of the

statistical sums hy importance sampling and proceed as follows

By an algorithm vhlch makes use of random numbers (or, more exactly,

of pseudo-random numbers, in the standard computer Implementation) a sequence

of configurations E of the dynamical variables U . is generated. The

sequence is stochastic: given a configuration £ in the sequence there is a

definite probability transition matrix PCl * V), specifying the probability

that the next configuration he E'. Ft! •+ Z') satisfies the usual properties

of stochastic matrices:

Z
{E').

E') > 0

E1) - 1 ;

12.1)

(2.2)

moreover, the Boltzmanc distribution, corresponding to the measure factor

e~ , must be an eigenvector of P :

P(E •+ £') = e" C2.3)

and the distribution of configurations in the sequence must tend precisely to

this eigenvector.

All this means is that the Monte Carlo algorithm vill generate a

sequence of configurations Z with the property thatZ , E £, Z ..., E ,

eventually, when statistical equilibrium Is reached, the probability of

encountering any definite configuration E In the sequence becomes proportional

to e ' Then the expectation values of the observables way t>e approximated

H+n

- r
n

where one haa assumed that the first m transitIon!in the sequence have

brought it close enough to statistical equilibrium.

The details of the Monte Carlo algorithm may vary. In general the

transition between two subsequent configurations Z± and I involves

the change, or upgrading, of one of the dynamical variables Uj.. In the most

widely used (but not unique) application of the m e t h o d 1 , a nev candidate

value U'±i for the variable Is selected. The choice of U' is made

according to some probability distribution pCUj, •+ U' ) which must satisfy

i-3 t2.5)

(p must also be such that, by repeated transitions, every possible value of

c a n b e r e a c h e d ) - A t this point the values assumed by the action with theUij
dynamical variable equal to

evaluates

-AS

U and U
1 j

are compared. Precisely one

0 " L2.6)

A (pseudo)random number r, generated with uniform probability distribution

between 0 and 1, ia extracted. If e" A S > r the change Is accepted and the

new configuration I 1 + 1 is obtained from E replacing U with JJ'

Otherwise the change is rejected and E ± + 1 - l±. Notice that if the action

decreases when U ± J •* U' then e~ i S > 1 and the change is always accepted.

If only changes that decrease the action were accepted, the configuration vould

relax toward & classical solution. However, changes that Increase the action

and this simulates theare also accepted with conditional probability e~ i S

effect of quantum fluctuations.

The upgrading of a definite dynamical variable U constitutes one
Monte Carlo step. After U ^ , the same algorithm Is applied to another of
the dynamical variables Ujjw. and then to another, and so on, unt i l a l l the
UIJ h a v e b e e n "Paraded. This completes- one Monte Carlo i teration Caoaetlmes
also called "one sweep of the l a t t i ce"} . The configurations obtained in

-10-



several Iterations are generally used to oQtaln approximate expectation

values.

The crucial property that guarantees- that the Boltzmann distribution

—S(E)

e is an eigenstate of the process Cand also convergence to it) is a

detailed balance condition satisfied by the upgrading procedure. Let us

assume, for definiteness, thatthe transition U,, U1 ij
Is given by

' ) > S(U±,], Then the probability of

(2.7)

whereas the probability of the oppos?.-> transition Is simply given by

C2.8)

(because

Denoting vlth Z and I' the configurations with U

(2.T), (2.8) and (2.5) imply
.,

and U' , Eqs,

^gtry C2.9)

i.e., the ratio of the probabilities of tiro opposite transitions equals the

ratio of the measure factors In the final states (detailed balance). Eq.

(2.3) follows immediately from Eq. (.2.9) and Eq. (£.2).

Although the total number of Monte Carlo steps used In a definite

numerical simulation may vary widely, it is always quite large (from several

thousands to several millions). MC simulations then definitely require high

speed computers, but, even with the number crunching capabilities of these,

would not be possible if the number of arithmetic operations necessary to

complete one MC were too high. What effectively limits the amount of com-

putations required is the locality of the action, i.e., the crucial property

of S of being a sum of several terms in which only few neighbouring U..

are coupled. Indeed, the algorithm proceeds through the evaluation of

changes of action, and, "because of the locality properties of S, these never

involve the consideration of more than a few dynamical variables. As we shall

see later in these lectures, in cases where the dynamics of the system is

governed by an effective action which is non-local Csuch as may result from

-li-

the explicit integration of some degrees: of freedom) the application of the

Monte Carlo method 'Becomes-much more difficult.

2.2. Practical considerations

If it has been possible to explain the basic principles- of Monte

Carlo simulations, no general prescription can Be given on Bow a specific

computation should be carried out. For several aspects performing a MC

simulation ia similar to doing an experiment, the details of whleti will vary

according to the goals and means of the performer. Considerations which will

however enter Into any simulation are the following:

i) the choice of observables to measure;

ii) the size of the lattice;

ill) the boundary conditions;

ir) the initial conditions and the actual number of MC InteratIons to be

performed.

Commenting briefly on these points- it should be noticed that:

i) tjie precision of the results- may vary- a. lot according to what average

value is being numerically approximated. Measurements of bulk quantities,

such as the expectation value of the plaquette action < Sa> , are generally

affected by smaller statistical errors than, for Instance, measurements of

correlations of operators. Bulfc quantities, on the other hand, although they

may give very useful information on properties' of the lattice system, are

generally not Immediately related to physical observables of the continuum

theory.

ii) The size of the system should be large enough to avoid unwanted finite

size effects (although useful Information may be derived sometimes precisely

from the study of size dependences). Averages tafcen over large systems

will be affected by smaller statistical errors. This is however normally not

a true advantage because, with a smaller system and a fixed amount of computer

time^more iterations can be made. Hear second order phase transitions long

range fluctuations may demand longer simulations with larger systems,to avoid

biases, and this is an argument In favour of using smaller size lattices.

Fig. 1 illustrates a typical size dependence . Plotted are values (and errors

induced by fluctuations)of the average action measured at the point where the

! „ - gauge system has a first order phase transition. One notices that already

with a h lattice the signal of the discontinuity In Internal energy (i.e.

< S o > ) is quite clear. From tRe several MC simulations done for four-

dimensional lattice gauge theories It has emerged that {maybe because of mean

-12-



, 1* h

field effects] quite small alzea - a» small as k or even. 3 - are. frequently

sufficient for a reasonatile estimate of various tulfc averages.
i i i ) A four-^Hnenaipnal hypercutte of 8 a-ttea per side lias 6 — 1296 points

in its interior and 8 - o = 2800 points- on i t s "Boundary, TMs clearly
demonstrates the need of minimizing boundary effects, which in commonly done
by assuming periodic boundary conditions-. However, interesting effects may

be studied assuming that the system i s periodic only modulo some transformation ,

These "twisted" boundary conditions may he used to force some kind of excitations

into the system.

iv) In principle the sequence of MC iterations should converge to statistical

equilibrium independently of the initial configuration. This is what one observes

in Fig. 2 where the valuea assumed by the internal energy in the model with
h)

gauge group Zr are plotted . The upper and lover sets of points represent

the valuea measured in the course of 2000 V\C iterations starting from initial

configurations where the U . were taken completely at random from the six

elements of Zg (totally disordered or hot configuration) or, respectively,

were all set equal to the identity element, -which gives the minimal value

S = 0 {ordered or cold configuration). The simulations were made on a system

with ltO96o variables and at a value of 0 very close to the point where the

ayatem undergoes a second order phase transition. Although 6 Us 0 .

implies a slowing down nf the relaxation to equilibrium, convergence to a

common value of < Sa > occurs in approximately 6~Q0 iterations.

The same kind of simulation performed at the critical point (B«* Q.M)

of the Z - gauge system gives however completely different results (fig.3). The

corresponding phase transition is of the first order, with a discontinuity in

internal energy, and the system clearly settles in a different phase according

to whether one starts from an ordered or disordered configuration. At S = f}^

this is what should happen, because both phases are stable; but near B-t.

strong metastabilities occur, and the system in practice never converges to

the correct stable phase if the initial configuration is the wrong one.

A convenient way to avoid locking in a metastable phase consists in

starting from a configuration where half of the lattice is ordered and half

disordered (mixed-phase simulations). Figs. 1* and 5 illustrate the results of

400 MC iterations from a mixed-phase configuration and at several values of £
M

close to the critical values, for the S - and Zg— gauge systems: in the

case of the Z—model, vhere the phase transition is of first order, one

notices a rather linear drift of < Sa > to one of the two values, character-

istic of the ordered or disordered phase, according to whether 3 is larger

or smaller than (?,„ . These drifts can "be explained in terms of a gradual

expansion of the stable phase. (The central set of points in Fig. k, obtained

-13-

vith. 6«* 6 , only- sthoira rather large fluctuattonsl. Hie transit ton In tne
Zg-model, instead, aoe* not inyoiye snip discontinuity in < S a > and the

mixed-phase simulations give origin to results viiere tie limiting valuea of
< S a > appear to vary gradually with ff.

Finally, let me mention that sometimes it is very useful to perform

simulations ¥here the value of 5 is- not fcept fixed, tut modified slightly

after every single MC iteration or every few iterations. These computations

are usually called "simulations of a thermal cycle" tecause, in the analogy

with thermodynatnical models, they correspond to slowly heating or cooling the

system. If the variation of S is- gradual, tile system remains generally

close to statistical equillbriua, and so measurements of observables such aa

the internal energy produce well defined values, irrespective of how g has

been changed. But in the proximity of pfcase transitions the relaxation time

increases and the variation of S, albeit slow, can force the system away

from equilibrium. A measurement of the Behaviour of the internal energy

during a thermal cycle may then reveal tte existence of critical points

through the appearance of hysteresis loops. Pig. 6 illustrates the results

of the simulation of a thermal cycle for the Z o model (on which we shall
o

return)) the two very clear hysteresis loops give, strong evidence for the

existence of two critical points and of a three-phase structure of the

syatem.

3. PHASE STRUCTURE OP ABELIAH AUD N0N-ABELIA&. MODELS

The continuum limit of a lattice quantum theory can be recovered only by

letting the coupling constant g approach a suitable critical value g .

Generally critical points separate different phases of the system. Moreover,

it may be expected that the continuum theory will maintain the most relevant

features of the phase within which the limit is reached. It is thus of

paramount importance to learn what is the phase structure of the lattice

quantum theory and what are the physical properties of the various phases.

In this lecture I shall present results on the phase structure of

gauge models, where the gauge group-ts a finite subgroup of either the Abelian

group U(l) or the non-Abelian SU(2). Some results obtained from direct

simulations of systems with, continuous gauge groups will also be presented.

In principle, having in-mind the continuum theory, one vould only

be interested in gauge groups which, are Lie groups. Models which have for

gauge group some discrete suagrcnip of a continuous group, however, can provide
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very good approximations, to the system Kfcth. continuous, gauge group. On the
other Hand, working wittt a f ini te group entai ls remarkable computational
advantages tsee for instance Ref. 1^1) and, wttft given resources-, allows us to
perform much more extensive simulations. Moreover, the properties of l a t t i ce
gauge syBtems with, discrete groups are Interesting per se and quite vorth
investigating.

If ve represent the elements of u t l ) by phase rotations of the form
e («n < e j u ) , then the f ini te ,subgroups Z are obtained restr ict ing the
values of 6 to ^ p [n » 0 , . . . , H-l); equivalents , they may he considered
as the groups of additions modulo N. The most Immediate numerical information
about the phase structure of Z -̂iModelB comes from the simulation of thermal
cycles. Figs. 7 - IS reproduce the results of such Monte Carlo simulations
for the systems vlth gauge, group Zg, Z^, 2^, 1 Zg and Zg respectively
All the graphs show clear hysteresis loops, tut the pattern changes as the
order Increases above U. The thermal cycles of the 2 Z and Z.- models
exhibit a single, rather broad hysteresis loop. Some structure appears in the
thermal cycle of the Z -system and those of the Z, and Zn-modela definitely
exhibit two distinct hysteresis loops. One is thus led to the conclusion that
the ZH-models have a two phase structure for low N (2, 3 or h), whereas
they develop a three phase structure with two c r i t i ca l values of S if H
la large enough (N > 5).

I t la Interesting to observe that the Z -systems with N = 2, 3 or U
are self-dual, in the sense that one can perform a change in the dynamical
variables (duality transformation) which transforms the system into the same
system, but at a different value of B. Small and large 8 are Inter-changed
by the transformation. The models with N > 5 are not exactly self-dual, but
they can be made self-dual with a slight modification of the action. Expressing
generally by

C3.1)

the change of coupling constant Induced by a duality transformation, the aelf-
duallty of the Zjj-systems (with the slightly modified action for N £ 5)
implies that c r i t i ca l points can occur only at the self-dual value S_
which satisfies

9.a.

6s.d.

or must occur In pairs B1 and B " , related by
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(3.2)

The self-duality points for tlifi Z,, Z_ and Zj - models are at "a.d.

(3.3)

o.w*,
0,67 and 0.88 respectively, and the numerical computation Indicates that these

systems undergo a single phase transition precisely at their self-duality point.

For the models with higher H the indication is instead that there are two

critical points, following the possibility expressed by Eq.{3.3). As a matter

of fact, one can show that for H large enough the relation between the two

critical points should reduce to

o o n 8 t ' (3.1t)

The results of the numerical simulation, on the other hand, are well f i t ted by

and

0.78/Cl - cos ~)

(3.5)

(3.6)

which are-consistent with Eq. (3.1*). I t i s noteworthy that the three-phase
structure of the S^-modftls (for H i 5) was discovered by Monte Carlo simu-
lations at the same time when theoretical arguments suggesting precisely the
same structure were being presented.

In the limit where H becomes infinite and the Z^-gauge systems tend
to the U(l)-model, the phase transit ion at higher B disappears at B » »
(g « 0) and one i s left with a single c r i t i ca l point at flat 1. The two-phase
structure of the U(l) - system may be observed in direct Monte Carlo simulations
and has been studied in great de ta i l , always numerically, in ref. \6.

The presence of a c r i t i ca l point at f ini te B for the Abelian u ( l ) -
system is welcome and agrees with theoretical expectations. Indeed, by Btrong
coupling argumentB i t is possible to demonstrate tha t , for low enough 8, a l l
quantum la t t i ce theories, whether Abelian or non-Abelian, have confining
properties- The energy of a pair of sources, with a charge auch that i t cannot
be screened by the quanta of the gauge field in the non-Abelian case, grows
linearly In the separation of the sources. Whereas th is is the conjectured
behaviour also in the continuum limit of non-Aleliajo systems:, certainly i t
cannot apply to the continuum limit of toe U(l)-theory, which should reduce
to the theory of the free, quantized electromagnetic f ield. The c r i t i ca l
point at f ini te 5, however, separates the strong coupling phase from a weak
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coupling phase Kith, different physical properties, and tlie continuum Hjjit la

recovered vttfein the xeak coupling phaae. It ±a a stilljopen and very interesting

question whetner a vtalile continuum quantum field tEjeory could also he obtained

within the strong coupling phase, by letting g •* g^ in a suitable way.

Going 'back to the Z -models, the third phase, at very high B, is a

phase peculiar to the systems with, finite gauge group and Is due to the presence

of a finite action gap (.i.e., the difference 'Between the action of a non-excited

plaojiette, SQ = 0, and the lowest possible action of an excited plaquette,
On

S o - 1 - cos — , is non-vanishing): for sufficiently high B, the measure

factor e makes the excitation of the plaquettes very improvable and entropy

effects cannot overcome the damping. Indeed, It is precisely the action gap,
AS = 1 - cos %r , which seta the scale for the value of 0 " (6 "eC I/AS,st cr cr

see Eq. (3.6)).

Summarizing, for N large enough the Zjj-systems possess a three-phase

structure, characterized by a strong coupling phase, dominated by quantum

fluctuations and with confining properties; and intermediate phase, where spin

waves are the relevant excitations and which develops into the quantized, free

photon field in the continuum limit (and for N •* »); and finally a very weak

coupling phase, peculiar to the models with discrete group and due to the

presence of an action gap. Without discussing in detail the nature of the

phaae transitions at the critical points, let me only mention that by further

MC simulations (in particular, studying metastabllity effects and with mixed-

phase simulations) it has been shown that the transitions in the Z , Z and

Z^ models are of first order, i.e. involve a discontinuity in the internal

energy < S n > , whereas they are of the continous type for JJ £ 5.

Contrary to the case of U(l), non-Ahelian Lie groups do not have

finite subgroups of arbitrarily high order filling the group manifold uniformily

with denser and denser sets of points. However, for the case of Stf(2), its

largest non-Abelian finite subgroups provide approximations which are accurate

enough to make numerical results obtained with the finite gauge groups

practically indistinguishable from those obtained with EU(2) itself throughout

a very wide range of values of the coupling constant, encompassing the region

of physical interest.

The finite subgroups of SU(2) can be easily classified noticing that

if the centre Z is factored out the quotient groups reduce to subgroups of

the rotation group 0(3} and are therefore symmetry groups of the regular

polihedra. Thus, leaving aside the Abelian subgroups of su(2) and the

dihedral subgroups, the non-Abelian character of which is rather trivial, SU(2)

has the following finite subgroups:

-17-

i) T, the Zk element subgroup ljhich reduces to the rotation group T of

the tetrahedron when tie centre i* factored out; T/Zg = T.

li) 0 (U8 elements):

and the cube.

0, 0 Being the rotation group of the octahedron

ill) 7 (120 elements): Y/Z2 • I, I being the rotation group of the lcosahedron

or the dodecahedron.

(The subgroups of T, "3 and Y constitute, of course, further subgroups of SU{2):

the eight element group of quaternions Q, represented by the matrices

±T^ ± la, is, for instance, a subgroup of 0). The maximal abelian subgroups

of f, <T and 7 are Zg, Z« and Z..Q, and these determine the action gaps

which are 1 - cos ̂ r = — , 1 - cos |-«* 0.29, 1 - cos ;r *0.19, respectively.

Figures 13, lU and 15 reproduce the thermal cycles obtained through
** ** 7)

simulations of the models with gauge group Q, T and 0. One notices a single

hysteresis loop in all three diagrams, which indicates a two-phase structure

for all the systems. The critical points move tovard B = <• as the order of

the group increasejand one is led to interpret the high-B phase as the ordered

phase induced by the presence of an action gap. The comparison of the thermal

cycles of the 0 and Zg—systems is particularly revealing. Both models have

the same action gap and indeed the transitions to the weak-coupling phase occur

at rather close values of B (the fact that B is slightly larger for the

0-model can be explained in terms of entropy effectSJ there are 8 group elements

with action equal to the action gap in 0, only 2 in Zp). However there is no

signal of a phase transition in the 0-model comparable to the one observed in

the Zn-system at B « 1 and which corresponds to the phase transition of the

U(l)-system.

A Monte Carlo study of the Y-model shows that the transition to the

ordered phase occurs at 0 f» 6 ' (see Fig. 16} and that the strong coupling

phase extends all the way to that value of 6, with no evidence of a separate

intermediate phase. Thus the analysis of the systems with finite subgroups of

SU(2) as gauge groups gives strong support to the conjecture that the SU{2)

system itself undergoes no phase transition and that the continuum limit is

obtained for g •* 0.

The first numerical evidence for the absence of any phaae transition

in the non-Abelian SU(2)-model was obtained by Creutz from a Monte Carlo

analysis of the model with continuous gauge group directly. The results for

the internal energies of the Su(2)-systeEi and the 0-system are compared in

Fig. 17. One notices that t!ifi values obtained vlth the 0-model agree very

closely with those determined by simulation of the SUC2)-systera almost up to

the critical point. One the other hand, as we shall see later, the value
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of the coupling parameter g ^here one ohseryes. a transition from the strong
coupling Behaviour to the stealing ojeftffvtour of the continuum limit is- of the

order of 2. Thus the 'eC-model and, especially, the "-model give very good

approximations to the SU(2)-system throughout the interesting physical region.

This fact has "been exploited in a variety of Monte Carlo simulations.

THE OBSERVABLES

When the scaling c r i t i ca l point used to recover the continuum theory i s
at g - 0, the asymptotic form of the relation "betveen la t t i ce spacing a and
bare coupling constant g can be &ert :.inined through perturbative arguments.
For the SU(2)-system one finds

,121

3 IT
11

t l (U.i)

where B = p and A is a constant with dimensions of a mass, which will be

referred to as lattice scale parameter.

In general, every observable quantity q vlll he expressed as

i) the coefficient T of the linear tern in the potential net-Keen two static

sources at large separation Catring tension];

i i ) the mass m of the lowest excited state with the quantum numbers of the

vacuum (the so-called glueball);

i i i ) the potential <>(r) between two static sources at very small distance;

iv) the critical temperature T at vhich sources become deeonfined.

The determination of T , m and $(?} will he taken from the work

of Ref. 9, vhere, approximating the SUC2) group vith its ieosahedral subgroup

Y, It was possible to perform a Monte Carlo simulation on a 16 lattice.

The first numerical computation of T was however presented in Ref, 5» and an

estimate of m was also, given in Ref. 18. For the deconflnement induced by

temperature effects the analysis of Hef. 10 will be followed.

Let ua consider a rectangular closed path in space-time, extending for
the

a length x along any of/spatial directions and for a length t parallel to

the time axis. Let us define by V the expectation value of r Tr"> where

U is the transport operator along the path tin the fundamental representation).

W will be called the (Wilson) loop factor. In the continuum theory WV

would be formally defined as

W = < - Tr P exp i
y 2 y dxp

ad f(B) (U.2)

vhere d is the dimensionality of q in terms of length. For 6 close enough

to the critical value f must then behave as

f(e) oc

but the expression should be regularized to avoid infinities. On the lattice

U is simply given by the product U, U, ... U. of the dynamical
il 12 I2I3 1T1

variables associated with the links along the path.

W describes the change in the vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude

induced by the presence of an external current. The current corresponds to

the creation at some initial time of a pair of static sources at separation x,

the propagation of the sources for a time interval t and the final

annihilation of the sources. Thus W can be expressed as

Monte Carlo simulations may be used to verify the above scaling behaviour;

moreover, if scaling appears to have set in, the physical value of the observable

may be determined through E<j, (k,2).

In this lecture I vlll discuss- the evaluation of the following

quantities for the EU(2) gauge theory:
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W • E

* n
|2 ~ E

(It.5)

where the sum extends over a complete set of etgenstate* of toe fcamiltonian
in presence of external sources, C represents the matrix element for the
creation of the sources from the vacuum and the exponentials are real because
of the Wick rotation to imaginary time. TOT large t the state vi th lowest
energy eigenvalue E dominates. If t and x are both made large, from
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the rate of decay of HT one civn Infer the hjehayi.our of the.potential energy

for large separations of tfie sources. In particular, assuming that W fel l

off with the exponential of the area of t&e loop

¥ a
•Y

- T Xt

the potential would grow linearly and vould tie dominated by a term TX .

The presence of a linearly increasing term in the potential can then

be detected and the string tension T determined from a Monte Carlo

measurement of the rate of decay of W . On the lattice, let the rectangular

loop extend for m and n- sites (x = ma, t = na) and correspondingly

denote by W(m, n) the value taken by V . W would be equal to 1 if all
^ ^ -1

U , were equal to the Identity or had a pure gauge form U = 0. G,; on
the other hand if the average were taken over totally unoorrelated U. W

as IJ y
would vanish. SinceJJ m and n Increase more links enter into U and they

are also farther apart, W(m,n) is hound to decrease. A fall-off like the

exponential of the area implies

, n) (it.7)

l a t t i ce and Iiecauae, when W teocsjes, to? close to zero, the error due to

s ta t i s t i ca l fluctuations-matest tfte meaanreaent Japrectael: tans- frCfl aay-tie

seen only as an envelope of til* curve* 9- «Cg , n}. These l ines should behave

according to the strong coupling expansion for small 6, in a perturbative

fashion {** 5^ Ĉ  B~ ) for B large enough at any fixed value of n , and

follow 0(0) in between.

Figure 18 I l lus t ra tes the results of the MC determination of
0 M{0« n) . The tendency of the curves to envelope a l ine with the correct

scaling behaviour i s clear. Fitting a function OCB) " const x [a(S)]

through the points which appear to l i e closer to the envelope (see Pig, 19)

one determines*

. / ? =f (.90 ± 18) ft . Ut.lC

This should actually be better Interpreted as an evaluation of the lattice

scale parameter since /t is rather well determined from hadron spectroscopy

to be of the order of U50 MeV. Of course, to be realistic, the computation

should tie made for the group SU(3) and Including the dynamical effects of

fermions.

Measuring the correlation between the actions S B and Soi of

two plaquettes facing each other and separated by n lattice sites one can

estimate the mass of the gluetall. Again, by expressing

where a can only be a function of the coupling parameter

Eqs. (k.6) and (U.7) one obtains

B. Comparing
C(n, 8) = < S - < Sa CU.11)

U.8)

which is of the form of Eq. (St.2) and implies a behaviour otsioC [ate)]2 in

the scaling domain.

In ref. 9 " was determined taking the logarithm of the ratio between

loop factors for square, n x n, loops and rectangular, (n + l) x (n - l ) ,

loops. An effective, size dependent CT is defined:

"eff U > nJ "*" Tfin+l,, n-1) * (M.9)

a f-(6, n) reduces to erCS) in the limit n •+ ". In a practical computation,

however, n can never be taken very large Cbecause of the finite size of tne
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in terms of a complete sum of sigenstates of the hamiltonian, one would find a

long distance behaviour

CCn, e) •*• e-
yl-BJn , (It. 12)

where u measures in units of a the mass m of the lowest level excited

from the vacuum by the operator 3 a . The Monte Carlo determination of m

Is much less certain than the one of T , because of the larger statistical

fluctuations by vhich the correlations cCn, S) are affected. In Fig. 20.

the ratios - in c(n.E) (.which, reduce to M C B ! for n + •) are plotted
Cln-1,0)

This Is: consistent with, the result of Ref. 5.
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for n up to •*. Assuming that they- determine tass in tb& case o? the. functions.

® f*̂ 5> n ^ a n envelope wirth the appropriate acalini; hehaviour and fitting the

constant of proportionality- one eatteiate*

m • 13 ± l ) -/t tt.13

elements, Hut s t i l l one. uould expect ^ ' ( t t W in the l$*lt n » » also

far a nen-AoAltan system.

TTLes* considerations mate t t plausitae that W,̂ , sEonld fcehave, for
large n, a»

for the glueball mass.

Among all tiie closed patha that may Be constructed on a. lattice, of

particular Interest are those that are closed because of the periodicity of the

boundary conditions. To be specific, let us imagine that the lattice extends for

n sites in tbe time direction. Then a path parallel to the time axis with a

length t = na closes over Into itself if, as is generally the case, periodic

boundary conditions are assumed.

For reasons vhich vill become apparent shortly, such paths will be called

thermal loops. We shall denote by W, the expectation value of one half the

trace of the transport operator along the path

where E Is the energy of two static sources fixed at the positions of the

thermal loops ^ and 1'. As a matter of fact a a«re careful analysis produces

the result tsee, for Instance, ref. 10 and refs. quoted therein)

-Ft
AX' U.17)

vhere P is the free energy of the two static sources at a physical temperature

given by

t na

by W ,, the expectation value of the product of the traces of tvo such operators

"XX'

etc. . . . These expectation values may all be considered Wilson loop factors,

although the paths they are associated with are of a particular nature, being

•closed only hy virtue of tiie finiteness of the lattice and the periodicity of

the boundary conditions.

If two loops X and X' are,separated by m sites along any of the

spa-tial directions, one may expect W,,, to "be rather similar to W , the
A \ T

loop factor for an ordinary rectangular loop extending for n sites along the

timo direction and m sites along the space one. Indeed, if the gauge group

is Abelian, then W.., = W because the contributions to V from the spatial
A A y i

sides cancel. The same cancellation does not occur vith non-communta.tive group

-23-

Eq. (U.17) Is an approximation only to the extent that the time interval axis

haa been made discrete through the Introduction of a lattice and becomes an

exact equation In the limit vhere n + » at fixed T. The derivation of

Eq. (U.17) proceeds expressing first the frep energy as

I
•2

- I < *

H
T

Where H Is the hamiltonlan of the system and the sum is over a complete oasis

of states. The "euclldean" propagation generated by the operator e~f Is

then re-expressed as a sum over configurations In a Euclidean apace-time, where

the time axis extends for a length, t - ~ and periodicity in time corresponds

to the trftce over all states of the system.

The same considerations lead to the conclusion that the loop factor

W^ associated with a single thermal loop gives a measure of the free energy
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of one Isolated static source;

Lh.2O)

Thus, W^ ought to Be zero if P^ ia- infinite, i.e., if charged sources

cannot exist In isolation Cconfinementl, nfiereas it should acquire a non-

vanishing expectation value If confinement of charges does not occur.

Tlie authors of Eef. 10 used Monte Carlo simulations to investigate

the behaviour of tne thermal loop factors In the EU(2) theory, oa functions

of the tare coupling constant g aci of tne extent n In time. In particular

It vaa found that at any fixed n there is a critical value of g, g l t ( n ) ,

such that

0 for i \

The interpretation is that, increasing the physical temperature of the system,

Debye-screening of the charge of the sources occurs and confinement is lost.

This confirms earlier suggestions, based on theoretical arguments, that there

would be a deconfinlng temperature In non-Abellan models19) Notice that
Eq. (!*.l8) once again implies the existence of a definite functional relat ion,

if a scaling limit leading to a. ve i l defined continuum theory exis ts . Indeed,

assuming for a the dependence on g given by E<j. (U.l) {vith 6 = \ ) .

the physical c r i t i ca l temperature is given by

It 1* Interesting that toe l a t t i ce gauge; .theory- possesses a aymsnetry-

ouia insure V. * Q t r oBaer-ved at t&£ level of expectation -value*.

Imagine Indeed tnat tne U Itnfc vartaT51es> associated trltlL tBe l±nlt» parallel

to the time axis and originating at a fixed time (.i.e.1, a wflole space-lite

slice of time Units-) te multiplied By- an element Z of t&e centre of the group

Chy - I , in the case of S0(2li. Tnls- v l l l not change the value of ordinary

transport operators, Because the lrnlta for vfLtan. U. la modified v l l l alvaya

occur in pairs of opposite orientation Cas long as the path, i s entirely con-

tained wttoln tne l a t t i c e ) . In part icular , the value of the action v i l l not

change. But a tnermal loop will contain a single of these links and thus

Ŵ  •* ZWj in the above .transformation. W, may therefore acquire a. vacuum

expectation value only if a definite symmetry of the action Decomes broken at

the level of expectation values.

To conclude, let me mention that In Hef. 9 the expectation value of pairs

of thermal loop operators has been measured at a value B = U.5 of the

coupling parameter. The corresponding size of the la t t i ce spacing is very

small, and thus one is observing the behaviour of the potential between two

sources at very short distances. One expects a Coulomb-like shape of the

potential , irrespective of whether this will be Debye-sereened or confined at

larger separation. The results of the numerical analysis are reproduced in

Pig. 21 and the Coulombic behaviour of the potential is apparent.

(h.21)

For n large enough the r.h.a. of this equation must become independent of n.

This scaling behaviour has been verified In Ref. 10 and a value

T t# 0.35 A CU.22)

has been inferred. {Tc « lfiO MeV ualng the value of T from phenomenology).
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;;. GAUGE FIELDS C0U1 ̂ 1' i'O BOSOHIC MATTER (HIGGS) TTfUV--

• Matter fields are naturally asssociated with the sites of the lattice.

The partial derivatives which occur in the Lagrangian are replaced by finite

differences

15.1)

where i and J are indices that denote neighbouring sites and a is, as usual,

the lattice spacing. In the presence of a gauge field, of course, it does not

make sense to subtract the values of the fields at different points directly:

their values must be transported to the same point by means of the gauge variables

U,, . Thus, for instance, the fi'.vt difference in El.(5-1) should be replaced

by a covariant finite difference

(5.2)

(it is assumed that the matter field fl* belongs to some representation of the

gauge group, with implicit indices over which U. acts from the right. The right

action of U on f. is consistent with the ordering assumed in the definition

of U a ). This covariant finite difference can then be used to define an

action for the matter field

= Y c
links

c
sites

(5.3)

whera y represents a suitable coupling parameter and the sum is over all pairs

of neighbouring sites i,j.

Frequently, the matter field <p^ is not allowed to assume arbitrary values,

but is restricted by a normalization condition

(5.U)

Although the constraint of Eq.(5.1») would spoil renormalizability if imposed

directly into the continuum quantum theory, it is not expected to destroy the

possibility of defining a continuum limit of the lattice theory. Indeed the

infra-red behaviour of the lattice quantum theory, which determines the properties

of the continuum limit, will be described in terms of average values of the matter

fields cf>̂  over several sites and these smoothed out fields are not constrained

by Eq.i^.k).
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li1 tile fields f-f . are normalized to unity, neglecting constant terms
1

and absorbing a factor of a

of the action reduces to

-2 into ths definition of y, the matter field part

+h.C. (5.5)

links

where the parenthesis denotes a suitable scalar product. Ta, this the standard

gauge action S^ = & 2 Q ^ j must be added to form the total action of the system.

We shall often refer to term

(5.6)

as the action associated with the link

Two particularly interesting systems are obtained assuming that the gauge

group is SU(2) and that the matter fleld(or Higgs field) transforms according to

either the fundamental or the adjoint representation of SU(2). In Hef.20 the

properties of such models have been investigated by Monte Carlo simulations.

To reduce the requirements of computer time, both the manifold of the gauge group

and the munifolds of the matter fields have been approximated by discrete sets

of points. In the rest of th is section I shall briefly describe the computational

technique used and the main results obtained.

The SU(2) gauge group i s approximated by i t s 120 element icosahedral

subgroup Y. In the fundamental representation the matter field cp consists

of two complex components <f^ and <?2 . The condition <p<P= 1 then constrains

the four real components of CD to a three-dimensional sphere S . But this

is isomorphic to the manifold of SU(S) and thus the Higgs manifold can be

approximated by the elementsof Y as well. More specifically, the isomorphism

between the complex, unioodular vectors Cp and the matrices V of SU(2) is

established by the relation

Then one can associate with the s i te matrices

and use for link action

(ftY) rather than vectors

(5.8)
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This link action is normalized so as to take values between 0 and 2, assuming

the minimum value when P̂ and
j

& U , are aligned.
X 1J

is described by aIn the adjoint representation the matter field

•vector CD with three real components, normalized to 1. The Higgs manifold i s
2 2

therefore the two-dimensional sphere S . I t is convenient to think of S as

the manifold of a l l elements of SU(2) having^-the same non-trivial character, or,

in other words, of a l l the unitary, unimodular matrices

ainB (5.9)

with 8 fixed to a definite value, different from 0 and IT. The SU(2) group
acts on V as

U V UT =

= cose + i 5* sin0 (5.10)

The advantage of this particular way of representing the Higgs field in the

adjoint representation ia that it immediately suggests a discrete approximation.

It suffices to restrict the matrices V to one of the equivalence classes of Y,

i.e. to consider those matrices (representing elements of Y) for which the angle
2

6 takes a fixed definite value. In this way one can approximate S with a

set of 12, 20 or 30 points. The corresponding stability groups (I.e. the groups

of matrices U for which tf V xfi = V) are Z, „, Z, and 2. . Z, _ gives the closest
10 b 4 1U

approximation to U(l) (the stability group of a vector in the adjoint represen-

tation of SU(2)) and the 12 point discretisation of the Higgs manifold was there-

fore chosen in Ref .20. The 12 point3 can "be considered as the vertices of an

icosahedron. The action of the links was again normalized to range between 0

and 2, vith the minimal value corresponding to neighbouring vectors aligned after

parallel transport.

Thermal cycles at fixed values of the gauge coupling parameter B and of

the matte,r field coupling parameter -f were performed to obtain information on

the lines of phase transitions. The results for the Higgs field in the fundamental

ana adjoint representations are reproduced in Figs.22 and 23, respectively. The

likely existence of a phase transition'is inferred from the presence of a hysteresis

loop In the thermal cycle, if the line of constant £ (OT constant y) crosses

a critical line, or by an increase of the fluctuations if the two lines run close.

For a proper interpretation of the results it ia also useful to recall the

expected behaviour of the system in the limiting cases g= 0,6 = ", y = 0 and y = °°-

For 3 = 0 the gauge $ert of the action vanishes and the U^ variables are no

• - 2 9 -

longer coupled along the sides of the plaquettes. By a gauge transformation the
matter fields <p± can then be rotated so as to assume a fixed, constant value.
The action reduces then to a sum of traces of the individual U variables.
All dynamical variables are decoupled for 9=0; the quantum averages can be
computed explici t ly; they are analytical functions of the parameter f and no
phase transition can occur on the § = 0 axis .

For $ = <*> the U^ variables are forced to a pure gauge from
UIj = °i Gj ' b e c a u B e t h l a l B t a e ™ly configuration which makes the gauge part

of the action vanish. Using then new variables T = $ G"1 , the matter

action reduces to a sum of terms where neighbouring "spins" ^ and ^ are

coupled. In the £ =eo l imit , that I s , the model reduces to a foux-dimens'tonal

spin model. One expects a single, second order phase transit ion for such a

system. The location of the c r i t i ca l point can be found by MC simulations.

For J = 0 the model reduces to the pure SU(2) gauge system, or, be t te r ,
to the model with discrete gauge groups T. One phase transit ion of the f i r s t -
order occurs at $ •* 6. In the limit where y tends to inf ini ty, the Higg3

part of the action must vanish. This means that a l l the neighbouring fields <f
and <pj must be aligned (after parallel transport) , I . e .

*i °ij " *J ' (5.H)

In the case where the Higga field i s In the fundamental representation Eq,(5.1l)
fixes the U^ variable unambiguously (u = v"1 7 , in the notation of Eq.(5.T))
and the system becomes t r i v i a l ^ If the Higgs field Is In the adjoint representation,
however, there are rotations U^ for which ^ V - <f>±. These form a U(l)
subgroup of 5U(2), If the gauge group i s continuous, or a- Z subgroup of T,
in the diseretized version previously outlined. Then the model where the matter
field i s ' i n the fundamental representation cannot exhibit any phase transition for
yBWfflaisQtly-largei wheraas one expects to see the two phase transitions flf Z-.
i f the matter field i s in the adjoint representation.

Combining these analytical considerations with the numerical results one

deduces the phase diagrams i l lus t ra ted in Figs.21* (for the fundamental represen-

tation) and 25 (for the adjoint one). Both diagrams exhibit two c r i t i ca l l ines .

One of these, namely the l ine originating from the cr i t ica l point of the Tmodel

on the ^ axis, derives from the discrete nature of the gauge group and would be

absent i f the analysis had used the SU<2> gauge group directly. The other c r i t i ca l

line is expected to reflect the physical properties of the Higgs SU(2) gauge model.

With th» matter field in the adjoint representation the system can be In one of the
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phases : the confining, gauge phase or the Higgs phase. If the matter field ±3

in the fundamental representation, there is a line of critical points, but there

is really a single phase, because any two point in the ^ , £• plane can be joined

by a line, along which the properties of the system vary analytically. If the

continuuum limit of the lattice theory, however, is obtained by moving towards

^ =oO and approaching the critical line, two different continuum quantum theories

(according to whether one is below or above the critical line) may still effisrge.

An interesting question is how the physical system changes in the case of

the fundamental representation when one crosses the critical line. Fig.26

illustrates the result of a measurement of the correlation between the values of

the matter field in two points diametrically opposed along a diagonal of a unit

hypercube. The covariant scalar product of the two fields was formed, averaging

the results of the transport^ all possible paths along the sides of the hypercube.

Histograms o f t n e distribution of this quantity at I? = 5 and Y = 0.6, 0.7,

0.8, 0.9 are reproduced in Fig.26. The distribution is always peaked at some

positive value of the scalar product, because one expects at all values of y some

correlation between the orientations of the matter field. But what emerges

strikingly from the numerical analysis is that below the critical line (first two

graphs) the fluctuations of the distribution are of the same order if not larger

than its mean, whereas above the critical line the fluctuations are clearly

smaller than the mean itself. This is the situation in which one could identify

the mean value as a classical expectation value.

6. SYSTEMS WITH 7ERM10HS

Realistic models for particles occurring in nature must include

fermionic degrees of freedom. In a lattice regularization of the quantum

theory, the fermionic fields, like the bosonic matter fields discussed in the

previous section, would be associated with the sites of the lattice; the

gauge dynamical variables provide the operators that are used to define

the transport of the fermionic fields and to formulate gauge invariant couplings

between fermions at neighbouring sites.

Given the basic property of fermions, that a state can either be

occupied or empty, it would appear that, once space is divided into cells,

the sum over fermionic configurations should be reduced to sums over variables

which can either take value 0 or 1, like in the case of the Ising model.

Indeed quantum averages can be expressed in this fashion, but the difficulty

which arises for a numerical simulation is that the terms appearing in the

sum for the partition function are no longer all positive. The positiveness

of the measure, and indeed its property of being highly peaked about a subset

of all possible configurations, is a crucial ingredient of the Monte Carlo

method,

To bypass this difficulty, all attempts to perform MC simulations
21)-23)

for systems with fermlons JJ have used the fact that, in most systems

of interest, the fermionic fields appear bilinearly in the action. The

functional integral over fermionic1variables can then be done explicitly

and the sum over configuration reduced to a sum over bosonic variables only,

but with the action replaced by a new effective action 3 „ . Unfortunately,

3 is now a non-local expression in the bosonic fields ana it would be

too demanding for the computer to evaluate the exact change A S of the

effective action at eaeh upgrading step. The techniques proposed in the

literature to peform HC simulations of fermionic systems are then, all based

on some approximate evaluation, of A S , which can be done by the computer

sufficiently fast. I shall outline here the method proposed in Ref.21 which,

of the methods- available at present, seems to be the only one applicable-

to four-dimensional systems of not too small a size. This method has been

used in Ref.22 to simulate the massive Schvinger model. Other interesting

techniques are presented in the articles quoted in Ref.23.

Let us use the concise notation i|i, iji and U for the fermionic

fields, their adjoints and the gauge fields. In the path integral formulation

of the quantum theory t and i|/ are elements of a Grassmann algebra, i.e.
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anticommuticg quantities ratiier than c numbers» We assume that the total

action consists of a term bilinear in the fermionic variables, which we

represent as

(6.1)

plua a pure gauge action SQ(.U), Denoting more explicitly by ty± and £

the fermionic variables at a lattice site labelled by an index i (further

spin and internal symmetry indices are s t i l l left implicit), S will be

of the form

(6.2)

The matrix |& has non-vanishing elements only between fields at neighbouring

sites and is therefore an operator of local nature on the lattice. The

.
, which appear in S™elements of O depend explicitly on the variables U

as transport operators between neighbouring sites.

The vacuum to vacuum permanence amplitude, or partition function,

Z, is given by

f r r- i | 1du
TJ -* | 1 a*

x i *

G
(6.3)

instance, the variables U were elements of the Zo group, but AU

may tie taken to tie small whenever the gauge group is a Lie group or a

sufficiently dense subgroup of a Lie group* The question remains whether"

allowing only small variations AU, in the upgrading would slow down

too much the Monte Carlo procedure. However, as one approaches the continuum

limit the small fluctuations of the lattice theory are expected to dominate

and, insofar as the Monte Carlo method simulates the true quantum

fluctuations,the efficiency of the algorithm should be increased considering

small AU .

i
If is small, we may approximate

A Tr log D Tr CD"1) (6.6)

Since D is local, only few of the matrix elements AD, . of its variation

are different from zero and their computation requires only a short time.

The practical possibility of performing the simulation rests therefore on

the capability of evaluating the matrix elements (.JS)" )JJ. appearing in

Eq, (6.6) with reasonable speed. This is made difficult by the non-local

nature of D ~ •

Use of the approximation {6,6) is common to the most efficient

methods of dealing with fermionic degrees of freedom. Variations come

about then in the suggestions on aow to evaluate ( © ) . . • In Ref.21 it was

observed that

and similar integrals appear in the formulae for the Quantum averages. The

fact that S_ iB bilinear in the fermionic fields allows an explicit

- 2k)
integration over the t|i. and ** variables and one obtains

• i TT Det (6.U)

Thus we see that the quantum averages may be reformulated in terras of integrals

over the bosonlc fields alone, but with a new measure e~ e ff where

S e f f = SG " 1O<5 R e t

= SG - Tr log | (6.5)

To implemenet the Monte Carlo algorithm we must find an efficient way

to calculate the variation AS induced by a change U., ̂ U . + AU .

eff ij U ij

We notice at this point that for most systems of physical interest, the

variation ftU may be assumed small. This would not be the case if, for

-33-

(6.7)

where are bosonic fields and the average is taken with measure

(6.8)

In other words, . - 1 ) ̂  which is the Green function ^ if.* ^ for

propagation of the feraion in the background of the field U, is also

the Green function for the propagation of a corresponding set of bosonie

fields cp,, cp, coupled through the same operator IDij^U). These bosonic

fields will be referred to as "the pseudofermions".
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The matrix elements (ID""1!., = K.f.Q. ̂ (.only those occurring

explicitly in Eq.(6.6] are needed of course].can then tie evaluated by a

Monte Carlo computation over the pseudofermions. The tectinique to simulate

a system with fermions is thus the following: one introduces a system of

pseudofermions

the fermions

with the same degrees of freedom and couplings as

±t J i % tf^, cp1 are ordinary, c-number variables. The

pseudofermions are upgraded n times in the background given by the U-field

configuration. The averages •

(6.9!

^ %are evaluated l<f ̂ *"*, <fy" • represent the values after the k-th iteration).
The U variables are upgraded using as effective action

(6.10)

In the limit where a tends to «O , f. <f, becomes exactly © ~ ) , , and

the variation of S „ coincides with the right-hand side of Eq,.(6.6). The

hope is that not too high values of n may tie sufficient to approximate

the matrix elements (ffi ) with enough accuracy. In any case, the

s tab i l i ty of the results as n increases can always be used to estimate the

likely error.

Notice that basically the same procedure could be used to simulate

a system of ordinary matter fields <f , cp , coupled to the gauge field

through the matrix (b , the only difference being that a + sign should be

used rather than the - sign in the right-hand side of Eq.(6.1O). This

difference in sign reflects the different nature of the dynamical reaction

from the fermions and the bosons (and the - sign which must be associated

with closed fermion loops in a perturbative expansion). However, with

bosonic matter fields the dynamical equations governing the MC stochastic

sequence guarantees that the correct result is obtained also with n = 1

and irrespective of the restriction to small

results are guaranteed only in the limit "
.

u . With fermions exact

2il
Figs.27 to 30 reproduce the results of the application of

the method to an extremely simple system, where a single bosonic variable

(labelled A in the figures) is coupled to one pair of fermions *, ip , via

the action A * tt t
O —

A W . The integrations giving the expectation

-35-

values are trivial and can be done explicitly- Figs,27 and 28 exhibit the
2 k

values obtained for the expectation values of A , A and tyty as functions

of the number n of pseudofermionic steps per upgrading of the bosonic

field A, The points at n = CQ (l/n = 0) reproduce the theoretical results.

Figs.29 and 30 exhibit instead the ratio between theoretical and observed
2

distributions of A values, with n = 1 and 5 respectively. While with

n = 1 there is a rather gross distortion from the desired distribution,

A value of n as small as 5 already appears to produce a reasonable

distribution.

In Hef,22 the method outlined above has been applied to a simulation

of the massive Schvinger model, where again one can make comparisons with

known analytic results, The MC procedure appears to work reasonably well.

As a natter of fact the analysis of the Schwinger model has shown

that the values of some of the observableB (such as the expectation value

of I(II(I , a parameter which characterizes chiral symmetry breaking) are not

affected very much by the inclusion of the fermionic determinant in the

measure. This opens the possibility of evaluating observables in a realistic

model with feraions making use of a"quenched" approximation, where fermionic

Green functions are calculated in the background of a given lattice gauge

configuration, and the ordinary MC procedure, based on the pure gauge measure

expC-Sgl, is used to perform the functional averages. This of course would

result In a substantial reduction of the computer resources needed for the

calculation.

Added note: Recently, after these lecture were given, the application

of the quenched approximation to realistic, four-dimensional models has

produced very satisfactory results for the masses of lowest lying states
25)

and other observables of the theory
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Flg.l

Fig. 2

Fls.3

Fig.U

Fig. 5

Fifi.6

Figs.7-12

Dependence of the average plaquette action on the lattice size

in the 2 model.

Convergence to equilibrium at a critical point in the Z, model.

Metastability near a first order phase transition (Zp model).

Mixed phase simulation for the Z model.

Mixed phase simulation for the Zg model.

Thermal cycle of the Zn system.

Thermal cycles for the Abelian models with gauge groups Z Z,,

Z^, Z , Zg and Z Q , respectively.

Flgs.lj-16 Thermal cycles for the models with non-Abelian discrete gauge groups

Q, ?, 0 and Y. respectively.

Fig.17 Comparison of results obtained for the models vith gauge groups If

(+ and x) and SU(2) (o).

Fige.lS.19 Determination of the string tension.

Fig.20 Estimate of the glueball mass.

Fig.21 Potential between static quarts at close separation.

Figs.22.23 Thermal cycles for the SU(2) gauge Higgs model with the matter field

in the fundamental and adjoint representations, respectively.

Figs.2^.25 Phase diagrams inferred from the thermal cycles of Figs.22 and 23-

Pig.26 Fluctuations of the matter field at several values of the Higgs

coupling parameter.

2 • It
Fig.27 Expectation, values of A and A in a simplified model with fermionic

degrees of freedom.

Fig.28 Expectation value of IJM|I in tbe simplified model with fermions,

2
Figs.29.30 Ratio of theoretical versus measured distributions of A in the

model of Figs.27 and 26 with one and five fermionic steps per

upgrading of the A field.
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